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Abstract - This scientific research focus that “All-e” culture shall be considered as the prehistoric Divine, social culture enhancing the human society having the sense of “ONE NESS”, “ONE FAMILY”. All-e culture shall also be considered as “e-MEDICINE” promoting “PEACE” and keeping the society under symmetric and Balanced condition.

“All-e” culture shall be considered as the fundamental and genetically well defined scientific culture derived from “All-e family”. Thousands of global level cultures such as Hai, Hello, Namaskar, As-salamu Alaykum, Alleluiah, ohm Namo, might be derived from the philosophy of “All-e Naam”. All-e NAAM shall mean All-e family.
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1. Introduction:

The phrase Hai... Hello Nameste... Alleluiah... As-salamu Alaykum... normally being used in personal Telephonic conversation to enquire about Health and conveying the spirit of “Love and affection” among fellow human.

The various cultures are emanated by way of Waving right hand, Holding two hands, Hugging chest to chest, Raising two hands up during election campaign while asking for vote etc..

What is meaning of these gestures?... Where did come from?...

It is focused that all the global level cultures shall be considered derived from “All-e family”. All-e family shall be considered as a “JOINT FAMILY”, “ONE FAMILY”
In All-e-family the members of the family shall be considered as follows.

1. Photon - "Ayy-e" (Father)
2. Electron - "All-e" (Mother)
3. Proton - "Thai-e" (Infant)

It is focused that “All-e” cultures shall be considered as Transforming energy for promoting “Hope of Life” and Symmetry.
The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as extended version of the previous articles already published by the same author.

[16] Barack Obama is Tamil Based Indian? (IJSER, August issue, 2013)
[17] Philosophy of MARS Radiation (IJSER, August 2013)
[18] Etymology of word “J” (IJSER, September 2013)
[19] NOAH is Dravidian? (IJOART, August 2013)
[20] Philosophy of Dark Cell (Soul)? (IJSER, September 2013)
[21] Darwin Sir is Wrong?! (IJSER, October issue, 2013)
[22] Prehistoric Pyramids are RF Antenna?!... (IJSER, October issue, 2013)
[23] HUMAN IS A ROAM FREE CELL PHONE?!... (IJIRD, September issue, 2013)
[24] NEUTRINOS EXIST IN EARTH ATMOSPHERE?!... (IJERD, October issue, 2013)
[25] EARLY UNIVERSE WAS HIGHLY FROZEN?!... (IJOART, October issue, 2013)
[26] UNIVERSE IS LIKE SPACE SHIP?!... (AJER, October issue, 2013)
[27] ANCIENT EGYPT IS DRAVIDA NAD?!... (IJSER, November issue, 2013)
[28] ROSETTA STONE IS PREHISTORIC “THAMEE STONE”?!... (IJSER, November issue, 2013)
3. **Hypothesis:**

a) **Philosophy of ‘All-e’ family?**

It is hypothesized that all the life and matters in the Universe shall be considered initially created by “GOD” (creator) through fundamental radiation emanated from his Heart called ‘J-RADIATION’. The heart of God shall be considered as the House of creation called ‘EZHEM’. The Ezhem shall be acronymically indicated as “E” and all the initial creations shall be considered as “Natural Products” belong to “All-e” family.
b) Philosophy of Family Domain?

It is hypothesized that the Natural products shall be considered created under ‘three-in-one’ fundamental Domain. Billions of rays emanated from each Domain shall be considered representing each genetic code of product. Each ray shall be considered as “Individual family name” having their own predefined “genetic code” as described below:

i. All-e - Human family
ii. Ape-e - Ape family
iii. Akki-e - Star family
iv. Age-e - Plant family
v. The-e - Radiation family
THE SUFFIX LETTER “E” SHALL MEAN TO REPRESENT THE HOUSE CALLED ‘EZHEM’
- AUTHOR.

c) Philosophy of 3 evolution?...

It is hypothesized that during the course of “expanding universe” the naturally created products shall be considered as undergoing three genetic changes called as three species to the fundamentally originated from initially created gene code. Today the whole universe shall be considered containing “3rd generation matters” (3rd species). The whole universal matters shall be considered “cultured” grown like a “BIG TREE” under single family called “All-e” family.

“All-e Naam” shall be considered dialectically being pronounced as HELLO NAMESTE in 3rd generation”
- Author

4. Hypothetical Narration
a) Philosophy of INDO culture?...

Case study shows that Indo culture being considered as base culture in human anthropology. What does mean “INDO”? Where did Indo culture come from?...

It is hypothesized that Indo populations shall be considered as the 2nd generation population pertain to “All-e family”

i. All-e - family name
ii. All-e - natural product (Alien)
iii. Athi-e - 1st species (proto indo)
iv. Ethi-e - 2nd species (Indo)
v. Ary-e - 3rd species (Aryan)

It is focused that each species human family shall be considered having their own cultures and having their own specific names in their family.

b) Philosophy of pharaoh?...

It is focused that Pharaoh shall be considered as the “Human Diversity” among “Ethi-e family” (Indo) based on Caste, Creed, religion and other social discrimination such as Karuppayee, Ponnatha, Vellaithayee etc.

It is focused that the global level pharaoh culture shall be mainly classified under three fundamental ‘ethnic symbol” as described below.

i. Right wing - Tiger culture races
ii. Left wing - Elephant culture races
iii. Centre wing - Lion culture races

“INDO” shall mean “Caste free Dravidian”
“PHARAOH” shall mean “Caste based Dravidian”
c) Philosophy of 3 species human culture?

It is focused that the three special cultures evolved from All-e culture shall be distinguished as below. In different cultures different names adopted shall be indicated as below.

i) All-e culture (Human origin):

Alien, Ali, Alli, Alley, Aileen, Aino, Aito.
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(ALL-e CULTURE)

ii) Athi-e culture (1st generation):

The Athi-e populations shall mean powerful and complete. In Greek mythology Athi-e is known as Goddess of wisdom and Virgin goddess daughter of Matis and zeus. The name Athena is so popular baby girl name in USA. Some of other popular names are Athenea, Athens, Athina, Atina Attie.
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(ATHI-e CULTURE)

iii) Ethi-e culture (2nd generation):
It is focused that Ethi, Ethioppa, Ethioppian, INDO might be derived from "Ethi-e". Case study shows that Ge'ez is a script used as abugida for several languages of Ethiopia and Entrea but originated in an objad used to write Ge'ez now the liturzical language of the Ethiopian and Eritrean orthodox church.

iv) Ary-e Culture (3rd generation):

The popular names of Ary-e culture are Arie, Aryo, Aryeh, Arne, Arte.

d) Philosophy of word NAME?...
It is focused that the English word “NAME” has in depth meaning in the society. The word name doesn't indicate mere the identification of a person but something is more than that.

It is hypothesized that the philosophy of word name might be derived from the philosophy of word e-NAAM”.

“e-Naam” shall mean free gift of God derived from All-e family”.

- Author

e) Philosophy of word Alias?...

It is focused that the philosophy of Alias used for 2nd or 3rd name of a person might be derived from the philosophy of All-e family. The Name AMMA, APPA have different alias name in various periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Alias 1</th>
<th>Alias 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All-e</td>
<td>All-e</td>
<td>All-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athi-e</td>
<td>Thai-eAis-e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethi-e</td>
<td>Achi-eAch-en</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ary-e</td>
<td>Arti-e</td>
<td>Aren</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

f) Philosophy of word Thee, The, Thiri, Three?...

It is hypothesized that ‘J-RADIATION’ shall be considered as Natural Radiation pertain to origin family. It is focused that the so called α, β, γ radiation shall be considered as pertain to distinguished family as cited below.

i. The-e - Origin (J-Radiation)

ii. Th-e - 1st generation (γ)

iii. Thri-e - 2nd generation (β)
iv. Thre-e - 3rd generation (α)

The philosophy of English word their, There, Threshold, thru, might be derived from the philosophy of “Thee”.

g) Philosophy of Age-e?...

It is hypothesized that Age-e shall be considered as the fundamental family name of Natural Plants. The so called Aceae, Agri-e might be derived from the philosophy of Age-e when different plants are Grown-up subsequently.

h) Philosophy of plant water lily?...

Case study shows that the water lily (Nymphaeaceae) is a family of flowering plants. Members of this family are commonly called water lilies and live as rhizomatous aquatic herbs in temperate and tropical climates around the world. The family contains eight large flowered Geneva with about 70 species. Further the lily of the valley (Asparagaceae) is considered as “symbol of humanity” in religious paintings. Lily of valley is considered as the sign of “Jesus Christ”. Second coming the power of men to envision, better world is also attributed to the lily of valley.

Further white water lily is the national flower of Bangladesh and state flower of Andhra Pradesh, India. The Blue water lily is the National flower of “Sri Lanka”.
It is hypothesized that the “White All-e” shall be considered as the Natural Plant created by God pertaining to Age-e family. The so-called Blue lily, Green lily and other species shall be considered as 2nd, 3rd generation family.
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**WHITE ALL-E**

i) Philosophy of E-culture?

Case study shows that the concept of “E-CULTURE” (Electronic culture) is used all over the world to describe the transformation of an entire culture under the influence of new media, new technology and in particular digitalization. E-culture policy is often economic policy and it is primarily focused on promoting innovation in order to increase competitiveness and to open up new market.

It is focused that the philosophy of culture shall not be restricted to only ideas, customs and social behaviour of particular people or society but it shall be widely extended to the arts and other intellectual achievement regarded collectively.

It is hypothesized that the “All-e” family shall be considered export in “All-e Culture”. The so called E-culture might be derived from the philosophy of “All-e Culture”. The philosophy of All-e culture shall be defined within the following scope.
i) **All-e culture** shall be considered as the scientific study of fundamental particles and fundamental radiation of the universe.

ii) **All-e culture** shall be considered as the highly symmetric and balanced culture.

iii) **All-e culture** shall be considered as the mother of all cultures.

j) **Philosophy of Agri-e, Horti, Seri Culture?...**

   It is hypothesized that “Age-e”, “Kari-e”, “Cheri-e” culture shall be considered as three families of radiation derived from the family of **All-e culture**.

   i) Cheri-e - \( \gamma \) family (1\(^{\text{st}}\) generation)
   
   ii) Agri-e - \( \beta \) family (2\(^{\text{nd}}\) generation)
   
   iii) Kari-e - \( \alpha \) family (3\(^{\text{rd}}\) generation)

5. **CONCLUSION:**

   How to distinguish **Good Culture** and **Bad culture?...** Culture shall be considered as the fundamental radiation emitted from God for promoting “PEACE” and sustainability of **better life** of Human Society.

(i)
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